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The theory of uniform measures was developed by Be-
rezanskij [1], LeCam [4] and Frolik [21 ,[3]. For topica 
on free uniform measures, aee £51* 
In the paper with the title announced above I offer 
a generalization of the classical theorem on compactneaa 
in the apace Z • Viz. I prove that r/every weakly compact 
subset in ^„(X) ia compact. 
Moreover9 the following reaulta are in force (as pro-
ved in the paper): 
Theorem 1. Let us be given a uniform apace X and 
a aet M a 10%^, (X) • The following conditions are equiva-
lent: 
(a) M la relatively U.E.B.-compact (in WL^(X))\ 
(b) M ia relatively weakly compact; 
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(c) M ia relatively weakly count ably compact; 
(d) M ia relatively U.E.B.-countably compact; 
(e) i f S ia any U.E.B.-aet endowed with the simple 
topology then M la e qui continuous on S • 
Theorem 2. Let ua be given a uniform apace X and m 
set M c lA^iX) . Then If ia relatively aequentially com-
pact (in the U.E.R-tcpology) i f and only i f i t i s relative-
ly weakly aequentially compact. 
Theorem 3. For any uniform space X , the space 
Win (X) i s weakly aequentially complete. 
Further| to Introduce vector-valued uniform measures, 
a vector-valued analogue of Grothendieck'a completion theo-
rem ia proved. Theorems analogoua to thoae above hold for 
vector-valued uniform measures. 
All these results are al30 proved for free uniform me-
asures. 
Theorems 1 - 3 are ahown to contain (mostly well-known) 
reaults on & -additive and separable measures on topologi-
cal spaces, 6> -additive set functions on 0 -algebras and 
cylindrical measures on locally convex spaces* 
Fart of announced resulta ia contained in the col lec-
tion oX mimeographed notes of ZdenSk Frolik Seminar Abstract 
Analysis (Prague 1974/75)* 
The paper i s submitted to Fundaments Mathematicae. 
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